
”Eleven short stories full of humour and rhyme, to read to your children at beddy-byes time.”Taken from



A Chameleon Stole My Eyeball

While waiting in the postal queue (the queue was long, in size)

A lady turned around, and boy! Did she get a surprise?!

The guy behind had lost an eye, it now was just a space!

And the lady just stood staring at that missing part of face...

”What happened to your Eyeball??!” gasped the lady to the guy. 

”A Chameleon Stole My Eyeball.”

”a CHAMELEON stole your eye??!”

The man just nodded solemnly - his eye began to cry,

as he started off his story with a melancholy sigh.

”...A fly went calmly flying by, out looking for some tea.

A chameleon tried to catch it as the fly flew right by me!

The fly it spied was sly and loop-de-looped to its surprise,

but its sticky tongue was on its way directly at my eyes!!”

The lady scoffed ”I only asked! No need to tell me lies -

and make up crazy stories of chameleons and flies!

Of all the lies that you could tell, that really is a fat one!

Of all the stories you could tell, you WANT to go with THAT one??”

”...it might have been you sneezed too hard and one eye popped right out?

Or maybe lots of caterpillars thought it was a sprout.

Perhaps you simply went to sleep and woke up with the one?

It might just be invisible. Now wouldn’t that be fun?”

”An icky, sticky telescope?

A bad parakeet called Paul?

A golfer with bad cataracts mistook it for a ball?

Did you feed it to a tooth troll as a tasty wee hor d’oeuvre?

It bungee jumped towards your feet and snapped your optic nerve?”

”Perhaps some birdies pecked it out to make room for a nest,

But they didn’t want to live there once they put it to the test?

An ice cream vendor scooped it out and popped it in a cone?

Or it’s buried in a backyard, mistaken for a bone?”

The guy just interrupted as the lady blathered on,  

”Madam, I’m offended! Can’t you see my eye is gone??  

I didn’t lie OR make it up - I don’t see this as fun!  

I think you know who took my eye!

I think he is your son!”
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